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Misc. (SC) No. 7/2017 

O  R  D  E  R 

20-9-2017    

    This Misc (Succession) Case No. 7/2017 arises out of the petition filed 

by petitioner Dulen Telenga, Chen Prakash Telenga, Mrs. Bharati Naidu, son and 

daughters of Late Sukru Telenga of village Bamgaon TE under Chariduar PS in the 

district of Sonitpur  U/s. 372 of Indian Succession Act, 1925 praying for grant of 

Succession Certificate in respect of estates and securities of  Late Sukru Telenga and 

Lakhpoti Telenga as described in the schedule.  

 

   Petitioner’s case is as follows : 

 

    The petitioner Dulen Telenga and Chen Prakash Telenga are the  

permanent resident of village Bamgaon under Chariduar PS  and petitioner Mrs. 

Bharati Naidu is the permanent resident of Dhulapadung gaon under Rangapara PS.     

  Deceased Sukru Telenga alias Sukru Telegu alias Sukru Telengu died 

on 26-8-2016 and Lakhpoti Telenga alias Lakhpoti Telegu died on 26-8-2016 at the 

place of their residence.  

    

     Deceased Sukru Telenga alias Sukru Telegu alias Sukru Telengu  and 

Lakhpoti Telenga alias Lakhpoti Telegu had left  behind the following persons as their  

legal heirs and successors at the time of their death    :    

  

Sl No.        Names               Relationship       Age    

1.  Dulen Telenga                       son                      36 years              

2. Chen Prakash Telenga                    son        33 years  

3. Mrs. Bharati Naidu                        daughter                 27   years 

 

They all are living separately with their families after their marriage.  

                

        The actual name of the father of the petitioners was Sukru Telenga but 

in some documents his name was written as Sukru Telegu and  in some documents as 

Sukru Telengu and the name of Lakhpoti Telenga was written as Lakhpoti Telegu due 

to bonafide mistakes done by the authority concerned.  
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 The deceased parents  have left some amount with the Life Insurance 

Corporation of India and Bajaj Allianz at the time of his death.  

 The deceased parents have left no WILL in respect of the said estates 

and securities for which the application is filed for the grant of succession certificate 

by the petitioners and no Probate and/or Letter of Administration has ever been 

obtained for the estate and securities of the deceased from the court.  

  The petitioners are entitled to get  1/3rd  equal shares of the estates left 

by their father Late Sukru Telenga.  

                

SCHEDULE 

 

Sl.

No 

       Head of balance and liabilities Amount 

1.   LIC policy No.482867837 in the name 

of Sukru Telegu    

 Rs. 78,550.00 

2.     LIC policy No.484464298 in the name 

of Lakhpoti Telenga                             

 Rs. 42,600.00 

3. LIC Policy No.482680359 in the name 

of Sukru  Telegu     

Rs. 1,27,400.00 

4

. 

LIC Policy No.486651311 in the name 

of Sukru Telenga  

Rs.  40,000.00 

5.  Policy of Bajaj Allianz Super cash gain 

policy No.0208163794  

Rs.   63,000.00 

6.  Total  ; Rs.3,51,650.00 

   

(Rupees three lakhs fifty one thousand six hundred fifty )  only. 

 

    Notice was issued to the opposite parties but in spite of service of 

notice upon the opposite parties, nobody filed written objection. Hence the suit 

proceeded ex-parte.  

 The petitioners namely  Dulen Telenga, Chen Prakash Telenga and Mrs. 

Bharati Naidu have filed her evidence on affidavit as PW1, PW2 and PW3 respectively.  

Photocopies of death certificate of Suku Telenga, death certificate of Lakhpoti 

Telenga, LIC policy No.482867837, LIC policy No.484464298, LIC Policy 
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No.482680359, LIC Policy No.486651311,  Bajaj Allianz Super cash gain policy 

No.0208163794,  statement of  LIC policy No.482867837, statement of LIC policy 

No.484464298, statement of  LIC Policy No.482680359, statement of LIC Policy 

No.486651311   are furnished along with the evidence on affidavit which are proved 

as Ext.1, Ext. 2, Ext.3,  Ext.4, Ext.5, Ext.6, Ext.7, Ext.8, Ext.9, Ext.10 and Ext.11 

respectively.                

    I have considered the contents of the petition and also perused the 

evidence laid by the petitioners namely  Dulen Telenga, Chen Prakash Telenga and 

Mrs. Bharati Naidu in affidavit. I find that the deceased Sukru Telenga alias Sukru 

Telegu alias Sukru Telengu  and Lakhpoti Telenga alias Lakhpoti Telegu have not left 

any WILL or LETTER OF ADMINISTRATION or PROBATE of any will in respect of 

Estate left by them  as mentioned in the schedule.  

    On consideration of the materials and documents on record I find that 

the petitioners  are entitled to get Succession Certificate as prayed for.     

    The petitioner namely  Dulen Telenga, Chen Prakash Telenga and Mrs. 

Bharati Naidu are found to be the successor of Sukru Telenga alias Sukru Telegu alias 

Sukru Telengu  and Lakhpoti Telenga alias Lakhpoti Telegu. Accordingly, the petition 

for grant of Succession Certificate in respect of the Estate / securities / debts etc. as 

mentioned in the schedule of the petition is here by granted.         

    Issue Succession Certificate in favour of the petitioner Dulen Telenga, 

Chen Prakash Telenga and Mrs. Bharati Naidu  on payment of requisite court fee and 

on furnishing indemnity bond.  The petitioners would be entitled to get 1/3rd share 

each in respect of the scheduled amount.   

 

    The Misc Case stands disposed of accordingly. 

 

 

                        ( D. Ullah ) 
    Additional District Judge, 

                            Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 


